
SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE, AND SEAMLESS

Remote Learning  
with Pear Deck

Promoting  
critical  

thinking

Using formative  
assessment to  

adapt instruction

Promoting  
metacognition

Allowing  
adequate  

processing time

of educators agree  

that pear deck supports 

these best practices

80%
MORE THAN

Effective Instruction
For powerful ah-ha moments, students need 

to be engaged, participating, and processing. 

Pear Deck is designed to encourage 

instructional best practices in every lesson 

regardless of content, age-level, or format. Its 

features help teachers engage every student 

and manage class discussion. 

that Pear Deck is an effective and 

essential tool for remote teaching

90%
OF EDUCATORS AGREE

Give teachers the tools they need to deliver powerful learning moments to every 
student, every day — in the classroom or online.

Pear Deck’s award-winning tools seamlessly support effective teaching and learning 

methodologies. Our platform allows teachers to make any presentation interactive so every 

student can participate right from their own device. Rooted in student engagement, Pear Deck 

maximizes active learning and provides tools for synchronous and asynchronous lessons. 

Districts that implement Pear Deck report improved outcomes and equity, improved student 

engagement and achievement, and a more positive school climate and culture.
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“Pear Deck just made sense [for remote instruction]. 

It was a tool that could be used live, one to one, 

face to face situations, but then also outside of 

the classroom. Pear Deck is totally worth it; the 

connections are deep. And the pedagogy behind 

everything that you do is there and it’s awesome.”

Kevin Murray

Professional Learning Coordinator, Poudre School District

“Pear Deck has made the remote learning process 

so much easier and more efficient. That being said, 

I will absolutely being using it in the classroom as 

well when we return.” 

Judy Repici

Teacher, Evesham Township School District

What Educators are SayingIncrease Teacher Efficacy 
with Proven Tools

Sarah Verdoia

French Teacher, Dubai American Academy

“Pear Deck has increased my students’ engagement 

and accountability as well as helping me assess 

better, give quicker and more specific feedback” 
With a Pear Deck subscription, your teachers will 

be provided with our Premium tools, all created 

with the goal of improving efficacy and promoting 

active learning.

peardeck.com  |  hello@peardeck.com  |  twitter.com/peardeck

Interested in helping your teachers continue to deliver effective instruction with district-  
or school-wide Premium access? Request a quote at peardeck.com/quote-request

Save your seat at a webinar

We created a webinar just for you, administrators! Join us for a session to learn more about the value Pear Deck brings to your 

classrooms. We'll cover Pear Deck for Google Slides and Microsoft PowerPoint, our proven tools that increase teacher efficacy, 

as well as the positive impact of Pear Deck on student engagement and learning.

Discover enhanced services

Your time is valuable, and learning to use new tools can be time consuming. That’s why the educators who created Pear Deck 

designed solutions that integrate with systems your teachers already know and use. With Enhanced Service, we’ll provide 

additional dedicated support and tailored training for your organization to ensure that your community of educators and 

students are getting the most out of your investment in Pear Deck.

Register at peardeck.com/learn-pear-deck

Learn more at peardeck.com/enhanced-service

Go Beyond the Basics with Training

Teacher Dashboard 

Manage and view student responses

Add Audio*

Upload or record audio to slides for students

Immersive Reader

Improve reading experience for all learners

Student-Paced Mode 

Give Sudents the option to work through lessons at  

their own speed

Teacher Feedback

Give feedback to individual students during a lesson

Student Takewaways*

Share individual documents with students after a lesson

*Only available to Google users


